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CHARACTERCHARACTERCHARACTERCHARACTER    CREATIONCREATIONCREATIONCREATION    

RaceRaceRaceRace    
HumansHumansHumansHumans comprise the vast majority of the world’s 

population. Human characters begin play with one 

free Edge. 

ElvenElvenElvenElven characters are the survivors of a shattered 

race that ruled the world over three thousand years 

ago. They have no connection to the Three Pillars, but 

have a natural affinity for Arcane magic. See the next 

section for full details on creating an Elven character. 

The DwarvesDwarvesDwarvesDwarves hid themselves away after the 

Sundering and have only just rejoined the world. They 

are natural masters of Creation magic, but have no 

ability with the blood magic of the Arcane sphere. The 

advantages and disadvantages of a dwarven 

character are detailed in the next section. 

TraitsTraitsTraitsTraits    

AttributesAttributesAttributesAttributes    

Every character starts with a d4 in each attribute, 

and has 5 points with which to raise them. Raising a 

d4 to a d6, for example, costs 1 point. You’re free to 

spend these points however you want with one 

exception: no attribute may be raised above a d12. 

SkillsSkillsSkillsSkills    

Skills are learned abilities such as Archery, Melee, 

occult knowledge, professional aptitudes, and so on. 

These are very general descriptions which cover all 

related aspects. Melee, for example, covers all types 

of swords, pole-arms, martial arts and any other type 

of close combat attack. 

You have 15 skill points to distribute among your 

skills. Each die type costs 1 point (starting at d4) as 

long as the skill is equal to or less than the attribute 

it’s linked to (listed beside the skill in parentheses). If 

you exceed the attribute, the cost becomes 2 points 

per die type. As with attributes, no skill may be 

increased above d12. 

Derived AttributesDerived AttributesDerived AttributesDerived Attributes    

CharismaCharismaCharismaCharisma is a measure of your character’s 

appearance, manner, and general likability. It’s 0 

unless you have Edges or Hindrances that modify it. 

Charisma is added to Persuasion and Streetwise 

rolls, and is used by the GM to figure out how non-

player characters react to your hero.  

PacePacePacePace is how fast your character moves in a 

standard combat round. Humans walk 6” in a round 

and can move an additional 1d6” if they run. Write 

“6” on your character sheet beside the word Pace. 

This is 6” on the table-top—every inch there 

represents 2 meters in the “real world.” 

ParryParryParryParry is equal to 2 plus half your character’s 

Melee (2 if a character does not have Melee), plus 

any bonuses for shields or certain weapons. This is 

the Target Number (TN) to hit your hero in hand-to-

hand combat. For stats such as d12+1, add half the 

fixed modifier, rounded down. For instance, a Melee 

skill of d12+1 grants a Parry of 8 (2+half of d12), 

whereas a d12+2 gives a Parry of 9 (2+half of 

d12+2). 

ToughnessToughnessToughnessToughness is your hero’s damage threshold. 

Anything over this causes him to be rattled or worse. 

Toughness is 2 plus half your hero’s Vigor, plus Armor 

(use the armor worn on his torso). Vigor over a d12 is 

calculated just like Parry. 

Edges & HindrancesEdges & HindrancesEdges & HindrancesEdges & Hindrances    
Great heroes are far more than a collection of 

skills and attributes. It’s their unique gifts, special 

powers, and tragic flaws that truly make them 

interesting characters. 

Characters can take Edges by balancing them out 

with Hindrances. You’ll find a complete list of Edges 

and Hindrances later in this chapter.  

You can take one Major Hindrance and two Minor 

Hindrances. A Major Hindrance is worth 2 points, and 

a Minor Hindrance is worth 1 point. 

For 2 points you can: 

• Raise an attribute one die type, or 

• Choose an Edge 

For 1 point you can: 

• Gain another skill point, or 

• Gain additional money equal to your starting 

funds (if you start with 500c, you gain an additional 

500c) 
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RACESRACESRACESRACES    

DwarvesDwarvesDwarvesDwarves    

• Attuned to CreationAttuned to CreationAttuned to CreationAttuned to Creation: Dwarves have +2 to 

their Channel rolls when casting Creation 

spells. 

• Primal DisconnectPrimal DisconnectPrimal DisconnectPrimal Disconnect: Dwarves may not 

purchase the Magic Background: Arcane. 

• HardyHardyHardyHardy: Dwarves may start with a d6 instead 

of a d4 in either Vigor or Strength. 

• Thick SkinThick SkinThick SkinThick Skin: Dwarven characters have a +2 

bonus to resist the effects of environmental 

heat and cold. 

• NonNonNonNon----HumanHumanHumanHuman: Dwarves suffer a -2 Charisma 

penalty when dealing with typical human 

citizens of the Empire or the Satrapies. 

ElvesElvesElvesElves    

• Arcane AffinityArcane AffinityArcane AffinityArcane Affinity: Elves receive a +2 bonus to 

their Channel rolls when casting Arcane 

spells. 

• SunderedSunderedSunderedSundered: Elves may not purchase Magic 

Backgrounds for Creation, Chaos or Order. 

• Keen EyesKeen EyesKeen EyesKeen Eyes: Elves may ignore penalties to 

Notice or Attack due to poor visibility. This 

effect does not apply in complete darkness 

or other extreme circumstances, at the 

discretion of the Storyteller. 

• Eternal FirstbornEternal FirstbornEternal FirstbornEternal Firstborn: The long lifespan of the 

Elves grants a +1 bonus to common 

knowledge and unskilled Lore rolls. 

• NonNonNonNon----HumanHumanHumanHuman: Elves suffer a -2 Charisma 

penalty when dealing with typical human 

citizens of the Empire or Satrapies. 

SKILLSSKILLSSKILLSSKILLS    
The following Skills are largely unchanged from 

the core rulebook, although the name may have been 

changed for flavor. 

• Alertness (Smarts) [Notice] 

• Archery (Agility) [Shooting] 

• Climbing (Strength) 

• Healing (Smarts) 

• Intimidation (Spirit) 

• Investigation (Smarts) 

• Lore (Smarts) [Knowledge] 

• Melee (Agility) [Fighting] 

• Persuasion (Spirit) 

• Riding (Agility) 

• Sailing (Agility) [Boating] 

• Stealth (Agility) 

• Streetwise (Spirit) 

• Survival (Smarts) 

• Swimming (Agility) 

• Taunt (Spirit) 

• Throwing (Agility) 

• Tracking (Smarts) 

The second list is Skills that are new or modified 

from the core book. 

Air SailingAir SailingAir SailingAir Sailing (Agility): The ability to handle and pilot 

flying dwarven airships of any size. Includes a basic 

knowledge of ordinary tasks aboard ship including 

rigging and maintaining the elemental engine. 

ChannelChannelChannelChannel (Spirit): This skill measures a character’s 

ability to control magical energy. There are four 

variants – Chaos, Creation, Order and Arcane. 

CommerceCommerceCommerceCommerce (Smarts): The ability to make a profit 

from trading and other commercial activities. This is 

not the skill for fences or salesmen – they should 

invest in Persuasion – rather this is the skill of 

merchants, caravan masters, and ship captains. 

CraftingCraftingCraftingCrafting (Smarts): This skill functions in the same 

manner as the core Repair skill, but also 

encompasses the creation of new items. The length 

of time and cost of this process is at the Storyteller’s 

discretion. 

LarcenyLarcenyLarcenyLarceny (Agility): Larceny represents a character’s 

facility with both picking locks and pockets. At the 

Storyteller’s discretion it may also be used for other 

minor criminal activities. 

PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance (Spirit): This skill represents a 

character’s ability to entertain or impress groups of 

people. The skill covers singing, public speaking, 

dancing and playing instruments. 
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EDGES & HIEDGES & HIEDGES & HIEDGES & HINDRANCESNDRANCESNDRANCESNDRANCES    

HindrancesHindrancesHindrancesHindrances    
AllergyAllergyAllergyAllergy    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): The character suffers -1 to Vigor 

rolls for up to an hour after exposure. 

AnemicAnemicAnemicAnemic    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. -2 to Fatigue rolls. 

Apprentice (Minor/Major):Apprentice (Minor/Major):Apprentice (Minor/Major):Apprentice (Minor/Major): The character has not 

completed their training. Only characters with the 

Magical Background edge may take this Hindrance 

and only during character creation. They may not 

begin play with Channel or Alchemy greater than d6. 

The Major version also causes the character to begin 

with 1 less power than normal. 

ArrogantArrogantArrogantArrogant    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Must humiliate 

opponents and challenger the ‘leader’. 

Bad DreamsBad DreamsBad DreamsBad Dreams    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): The character suffers from 

constant nightmares. Any time they sleep they must 

pass a Spirit check. Failure means they must give up 

a Fate Token or suffer a -2 penalty to all actions until 

they can sleep peacefully. 

Bad Eyes (Major)Bad Eyes (Major)Bad Eyes (Major)Bad Eyes (Major):::: See core book. -2 to attack and 

Alertness at greater than 5”. May not be taken by 

Elves. 

Bad LuckBad LuckBad LuckBad Luck    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. One less Fate 

Token per session. 

Big MouthBig MouthBig MouthBig Mouth    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Unable to keep 

a secret, blurts them out at the worst time. 

BlindBlindBlindBlind    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. -6 to physical 

actions, -2 to social actions. Free edge. 

BloodthirstyBloodthirstyBloodthirstyBloodthirsty    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Never takes 

prisoners. 

BrandedBrandedBrandedBranded    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): The character has been 

marked in some kind of obvious fashion – perhaps 

as a criminal or slave. A minor hindrance causes the 

character to suffer a -1 Charisma penalty. 

A major hindrance may see the character 

shunned completely or even driven from an area, as 

well as increasing the penalty to -2. 

CautiousCautiousCautiousCautious    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Character is 

overly careful. 

CluelessCluelessCluelessClueless    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. -1 to most 

Common Knowledge rolls. 

Code of HonorCode of HonorCode of HonorCode of Honor    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Character 

keeps her word and acts according to a particular 

code. 

CuriousCuriousCuriousCurious    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Character wants 

to know about everything. 

DelusionalDelusionalDelusionalDelusional    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. 

Character suffers from grave delusions. 

DisgracedDisgracedDisgracedDisgraced    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): The character was once a 

person of standing or privilege but, rightly or wrongly, 

they have fallen from grace. This disgrace is a matter 

of public knowledge and the character suffers a -2 

Charisma penalty. They will almost certainly meet 

with derision and disgust wherever they go, and are 

likely driven by a need to clear their name. This 

Hindrance cannot be taken with Wanted, nor can a 

Disgraced character possess the Equites edge. 

ElderlyElderlyElderlyElderly    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Pace -1. Strength 

& Vigor -1 die type. Smarts skills +5 points. 

EnemyEnemyEnemyEnemy    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. Character 

has a recurring nemesis. 

FriendFriendFriendFriend----biterbiterbiterbiter    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): The character is cursed with 

the worst luck – to the detriment of his allies. 

Whenever he rolls a 1 on his trait die to attack, 

regardless of the result on the Wild Die, the attack 

automatically hits the nearest ally in line of sight. 

Proceed as normal if there are no valid allied targets. 

GreedyGreedyGreedyGreedy    ((((Minor/Major):Minor/Major):Minor/Major):Minor/Major): See core book. Character 

is obsessed with wealth. 

HabitHabitHabitHabit    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. Charisma -1. 

Fatigue rolls when deprived of Major habit. 

Hard Focus (Minor):Hard Focus (Minor):Hard Focus (Minor):Hard Focus (Minor): The character has spent too 

much time training her magical talent in one area 

and suffers a -2 penalty to cast spells that are not of 

her affinity, instead of the usual -1. This Hindrance 

may only be taken by characters that will have the 

Magical Background Edge. 

Hard Hard Hard Hard of Hof Hof Hof Hearingearingearingearing    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): Alertness -2 to 

hear things. Automatic failure if completely deaf. 

Heavy SleeperHeavy SleeperHeavy SleeperHeavy Sleeper    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): Alertness & Vigor -2 

penalty while asleep. 

HeroicHeroicHeroicHeroic    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Character always 

helps those in need. 
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IlliterateIlliterateIlliterateIlliterate    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Character is 

unable to read or write. 

JingoisticJingoisticJingoisticJingoistic    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): The character is 

convinced of the superiority of his own culture. 

Charisma -2 when dealing with foreigners. If this is 

bought as a Major hindrance, then the character’s 

Leadership edges do not apply to foreigners. 

LameLameLameLame    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Pace -2 and running 

die is d4. 

LoyalLoyalLoyalLoyal    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. The character tries 

to never betray or disappoint her friends. 

MeanMeanMeanMean    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 for 

surliness and ill-temper. 

MooMooMooMoonnnn----skin (Minor):skin (Minor):skin (Minor):skin (Minor): The character is overly 

sensitive to extremes of temperature. They suffer a -2 

to resist environmental heat or cold. May not be 

taken by dwarven characters. 

Oath (Minor/Major):Oath (Minor/Major):Oath (Minor/Major):Oath (Minor/Major): See core book. The character 

has made a specific pledge to an organization or 

sect. 

ObeseObeseObeseObese    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Toughness +1. 

Pace -1. Running die d4. 

ObligationsObligationsObligationsObligations    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): The character has 

responsibilities outside of her adventuring life. This 

could be a dependent family, a business or estate to 

manage, or an oath of fealty. How often these 

obligations intrude upon a character’s life, and the 

penalty for ignoring them, determines the severity of 

the hindrance. 

One ArmOne ArmOne ArmOne Arm    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. -4 to tasks 

requiring two arms. 

One EyeOne EyeOne EyeOne Eye    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Charisma -1. 

Tasks requiring depth perception are at -2. 

One LegOne LegOne LegOne Leg    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. Pace -2. Running 

die d4. Swimming -2. Tasks requiring mobility -2. 

OrdersOrdersOrdersOrders    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): The character is an 

employee, servant, vassal, or otherwise oath-bound 

to a higher authority. The character’s superiors may 

issue orders that are contrary to a character’s other 

interests. 

OutsiderOutsiderOutsiderOutsider    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 

when dealing with dominant culture. May not be 

taken by Dwarves or Elves. 

OverconfidentOverconfidentOverconfidentOverconfident    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. The hero 

believes he can do anything. 

PacifistPacifistPacifistPacifist    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. The 

character only fights in self-defense as a Minor. The 

character will not harm others as a Major. 

PenitentPenitentPenitentPenitent    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): The character has transgressed 

or sinned and must now act in a prescribed manner 

to regain his standing. 

PhobiaPhobiaPhobiaPhobia    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. Trait tests -

2 or -4 when subject to the phobia. 

PovertyPovertyPovertyPoverty    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. Half starting 

funds. Inability to retain income. 

SlowSlowSlowSlow    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): The character is slow to react. 

Anytime they draw an initiative card higher than 10 

they must discard it and draw another until they draw 

a card of 10 or lower. 

StubbornStubbornStubbornStubborn    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): See core book. The hero always 

wants his way. 

Ugly (Minor):Ugly (Minor):Ugly (Minor):Ugly (Minor): See core book. Charisma -2 due to 

appearance. 

VengefulVengefulVengefulVengeful    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. Character 

holds a grudge; will kill as a Major hindrance. 

WantedWantedWantedWanted    (Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major):(Minor/Major): See core book. The 

character is a wanted criminal of some sort. A 

Wanted character cannot also be Disgraced. 

Weak WilledWeak WilledWeak WilledWeak Willed    (Minor):(Minor):(Minor):(Minor): The hero is apt to succumb 

easily to magic. -2 to rolls for opposing or resisting 

magic. 

YoungYoungYoungYoung    (Major):(Major):(Major):(Major): See core book. 3 points for 

Attributes. 10 Skill points. +1 Fate Token per session. 

EdgesEdgesEdgesEdges    

EXISTING EDGESEXISTING EDGESEXISTING EDGESEXISTING EDGES    

All Edges from the core rulebook may be used as 

written, except for those in the list below. Many 

edges could have ‘trappings’ to represent powers or 

gifts granted by spirits or magic. Some Edges have 

been renamed and the original name is given in 

parentheses. 

• Alertness (replaced by Perceptive) 

• Arcane Background (replaced by Magical 

Background) 

• Noble (replaced by Equites) 
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• Rock and Roll! 

• Power Points 

• Rapid Recharge/Improved Rapid 

Recharge 

• Soul Drain 

• Ace (replaced by Sail-born) 

• Adept (replaced by Spell Sword) 

• Champion 

• Gadgeteer 

• Holy/Unholy Warrior 

• Mentalist 

• Mr. Fix It (replaced by Forge-born) 

• Wizard 

• Beast Master (Altered) 

• Power Surge (replaced by Surging Power) 

 

NEW BACKGROUND EDGESNEW BACKGROUND EDGESNEW BACKGROUND EDGESNEW BACKGROUND EDGES    

EquitesEquitesEquitesEquites    

Novice 

The character is a member of the wealthy middle-

class of her culture. This edge grants a +2 Charisma 

bonus and the Rich edge. The character also gains 

the Obligations (Minor) hindrance, and may have 

further complications at the discretion of the 

Storyteller. Equites replaces Noble from the core 

rules. 

ForgeForgeForgeForge----bornbornbornborn    

Novice, Smarts d10+, Craft d8+, Lore (Any) d6+ 

The character is a natural craftsman and receives 

a +2 bonus to repair or craft items. With a raise they 

may halve the time required. 

Magical BackgroundMagical BackgroundMagical BackgroundMagical Background    

Novice, Spirit d6+ 

The character is proficient with manipulating 

spirits and energy to produce magical effects. When 

chosen, the character chooses one of the three 

Pillars (Chaos, Creation, or Order) or Arcane, and 

then chooses one of the associated affinities.  

Human characters may learn one (only) of the 

Pillars and/or Arcane, thus having up to two Magical 

Backgrounds. Dwarves may choose one (only) of the 

Pillars, favoring Creation. Elves may choose only 

Arcane.  

The character may select three powers (spells) 

when this Edge is bought. 

PerceptivePerceptivePerceptivePerceptive    

Novice 

The character is unusually alert, often noticing 

things that others miss. +2 to Alertness rolls. 

SailSailSailSail----bornbornbornborn    

Novice, Agility d8+ 

The character receives a +2 bonus to Sailing and 

Air Sailing tests; they may make Soak rolls for a 

vessel under their command at -2. 

NEW COMBAT EDGESNEW COMBAT EDGESNEW COMBAT EDGESNEW COMBAT EDGES    

Black ArrowBlack ArrowBlack ArrowBlack Arrow    

Veteran, Strength d8+, Archery d10+ 

The hero has learned how to use his full strength 

with a bow. The character calculates damage with his 

bow as Strength +d6, instead of a flat 2d6. 

Black Arrow does not work with crossbows or other 

ranged weapons—only with bows and long bows. 

BloodBloodBloodBlood    and Gutsand Gutsand Gutsand Guts    

Veteran, Melee, Archery, or Throwing d10+ 

The character has seen his share of battle and 

bathed in the blood of slain foes. He has faced 

overwhelming odds and lived to tell the tale. The hero 

halves the difference between tokens when making an 

attack roll in a Mass Battle if it is negative (round down). 

Brutal StrikesBrutal StrikesBrutal StrikesBrutal Strikes    

Seasoned, Strength d8+ 

Any hand or ranged weapon in the hands of a 

character with this Edge ignores 1 point of armor (in 

addition to any AP the weapon has). This Edge applies 

against all forms of armor, whether natural or crafted. 

Hammer of the MountainHammer of the MountainHammer of the MountainHammer of the Mountain    

Veteran, Brutal Strikes 

As above, except the character ignores 2 

points of armor. 

Iron HornetIron HornetIron HornetIron Hornet    

Veteran, Strength d8+, Throwing d10+ 

The hero has learned special throwing techniques. 

He increases the range brackets of thrown weapons by 

1/2/4. He also treats his Strength as being one die type 

higher (max d12+2) when using thrown weapons at 

targets within short range. 
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Riddle of SteelRiddle of SteelRiddle of SteelRiddle of Steel    

Veteran, Strength d10+, Melee d10+ 

The character may use two-handed melee weapons 

with one hand. He may only use one such weapon at a 

time, even if he has the Ambidextrous or Two-Fisted 

Edges, though he may use an oversize weapon in this 

manner and wield a standard one-handed weapon 

simultaneously. 

Siege BreakeSiege BreakeSiege BreakeSiege Breakerrrr    

Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d8+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The hero 

has a good knowledge of siege warfare and can spot 

weaknesses in enemy fortifications. When he leads the 

army, the character reduces the Siege Bonus of any 

fortification his men are attacking by 1 (to a minimum of 

zero). If he makes a Lore (Battle) roll at the start of a 

siege, he can increase the Siege Bonus penalty by an 

additional –1 for success and –2 with a raise by studying 

and exploiting specific weaknesses. 

SSSSiege Mentalityiege Mentalityiege Mentalityiege Mentality    

Seasoned, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d8+ 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character has a strong defensive mentality and 

understands how to make the most of his fortification 

and its defenders. When he leads the army, he 

increases the Siege Bonus of any fortification he 

defends by +1. If he makes a Lore (Battle) roll at the 

start of a siege, he can increase this bonus by an 

additional +1 for success and +2 with a raise by studying 

and better defending weak areas. 

Shield WallShield WallShield WallShield Wall    

Seasoned, Block, medium or large shield 

This Edge allows a hero to defend a comrade so 

long as the hero is using a medium or large shield. 

Attacks against one character adjacent to the hero suffer 

modifiers based on the hero’s shield type. If there are 

multiple heroes with this Edge adjacent to a character or 

the target has his own shield, only the best modifier 

applies. A hero adjacent to multiple allies must declare 

which one he is protecting at the start of his turn. 

The hero also keeps his shield modifier if he is 

attacked. 

Stance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry VoidStance of the Hungry Void    

Veteran, Agility d8+, Melee d8+, Notice d8+ 

The character has the perception, skill, and agility to 

handle multiple foes. Opponents gain no Gang Up 

bonus against the hero. 

War CryWar CryWar CryWar Cry    

Seasoned, Intimidation d8+ 

Some warriors can bellow an ear-splitting, nerve-

wracking war cry that has been known to send lesser 

foes fleeing from the field. When used, the character 

may make an Intimidation roll against all targets in an 

area (as opposed to a single victim as usual). Place the 

edge of a Large Burst Template adjacent to the 

character. Every creature, friend and foe, within the 

circle must roll against the hero’s Intimidation total. 

Vengeful ArcherVengeful ArcherVengeful ArcherVengeful Archer    

Seasoned, Archery d8+  

Vengeful Archer allows an archer to fire two arrows 

in his bow at once, firing both at the same target at a –2 

modifier to the archer’s Archery dice. The target must be 

within Short range. If the attack is successful, both 

arrows hit, causing normal damage. 

Vengeful Archer does not work with crossbows or 

other ranged weapons—only with bows and arrows. 

Raging River TranceRaging River TranceRaging River TranceRaging River Trance    

Heroic, Vengeful Archer 

The archer may attack as above, but 

ignores the –2 penalty. 

NEW POWER EDGESNEW POWER EDGESNEW POWER EDGESNEW POWER EDGES    

ConcentrationConcentrationConcentrationConcentration    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Smarts d6+, Spirit d6+, 

Vigor d6+ 

The hero knows how to maintain concentration in 

adverse conditions. He has +2 to resist disruption from 

any source. 

Improved ConcentrationImproved ConcentrationImproved ConcentrationImproved Concentration    

Veteran, Concentration 

As above, except the bonus increases to 

+4. 

FocusFocusFocusFocus    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Spirit d6+, Channel 

d8+ 

Wielding arcane power has its drawbacks, but some 

people learn to keep their focus even when things don't 

go right. If a character with this Edge is Shaken as a 

result of failing to invoke a spell or as a result of 

Backlash, he gets an immediate Spirit roll at –2 to 

recover. 
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Improved FocusImproved FocusImproved FocusImproved Focus    

Heroic, Focus 

As above, except the roll does not incur the 

–2 penalty. 

Magical ExpertiseMagical ExpertiseMagical ExpertiseMagical Expertise    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Smarts d6+, Spirit 

d8+, Channel d8+ 

The character has sufficient knowledge of a 

particular spell to mitigate the effort of casting it. 

Each time this Edge is chosen, the player chooses a 

spell with the Encounter limit. He may now cast that 

spell twice per scene, rather than once. This Edge 

may be selected multiple times but only once per 

Rank, or every 20 experience after Legendary, and 

only once per spell. 

Natural PowerNatural PowerNatural PowerNatural Power    

Novice, Magical Background 

The character possesses a great affinity for 

working magic. He may reduce penalties for casting 

spells by 1. This edge may be purchased multiple 

times, but only once per Rank, or once every 20 

experience past Legendary. 

Occult FinesseOccult FinesseOccult FinesseOccult Finesse    

Novice, Magical Background, Channel d8+, Lore 

(Occult) d8+ 

The hero is particularly adept with one spell. This 

Edge may be chosen once per advancement. Each time 

he picks this Edge he may pick one of the options below 

and apply it to one spell he knows. Each option may 

only be picked once per individual spell, but the same 

option can be applied to different spells and different 

options can be given to the same spell. For instance, a 

mage can take an increased Wild Die and AP 2 for his 

bolt spell, but he cannot take AP 2 twice. 

• Arcane: The hero increases his arcane skill 

Wild Die by one die type when casting the 

spell. 

• Armor Penetration: A damaging spell has AP 

2. This counts against Armor provided by 

Arcane Resistance and stacks with any other 

similar bonus, such as an acid trapping. 

• Heavy Weapon: A damaging spell counts as a 

Heavy Weapon. It does not gain any AP value. 

• Range: The hero treats his relevant attribute as 

one step higher for the purpose of determining 

the spell’s Range. Fixed range spells (such as 

bolt) have their range increased by 2/4/8. 

Touch and Self spells are unaffected by this 

ability. 

• Selective: When casting a spell with a 

template effect, the caster decides who is and 

isn’t affected, to a maximum of half his arcane 

skill die. For instance, a mage with an arcane 

skill of d8 can drop a blast over a group of 

allies and foes and cause no damage to four of 

his comrades. 

SpellSpellSpellSpell----swordswordswordsword    

Novice, Magical Background, Channel d8+, Melee 

d8+ 

There are many ways of using magic and this 

character has mastered its use in close combat. They 

may be a War-Priest of Liann, a Chaos-blade of the 

hidden cabals, a Surayan Sword-master, or a 

dwarven Songsmith. The effects of this Edge are as 

noted in the core-rulebook. 

Spiritual UnitySpiritual UnitySpiritual UnitySpiritual Unity    

Heroic, Magical Background, Smarts d8+, Spirit 

d10+, Channel d12+ 

The character has mastered a particular spell 

with the Daily limit and may cast it twice per day 

instead of once. This Edge can only be taken once. 

SurgiSurgiSurgiSurging Powerng Powerng Powerng Power    

Wild Card, Seasoned, Channel d10+ 

When the character is dealt a Joker from the 

Action deck they may double the damage of any spell 

they cast this turn. 

SynergySynergySynergySynergy    

Heroic, Magical Background, Channel d10+, Lore  d10+ 

The character is able to cast two different spells he 

knows simultaneously (different trappings of the same 

spell don’t count as different spells). The mage makes a 

single arcane skill roll. Spells affect the victim in 

whatever order the caster wishes, and the effects of 

each are dealt with separately in the same order. The 

hero doesn’t have to take this Edge for every 

combination he wants—once he has the Edge, he can 

pick and choose any two spells he knows with each 

casting. 

Both spells must be cast at the same target. A mage 

could cast both bolt and fear together at the same foe, 

for instance, but he could not cast armor on himself and 

fear at an opponent. For the purposes of penalties due 

to multiple Maintained spells, each power is still counted 

as a separate spell. 
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NEW LEADERSHIP EDGESNEW LEADERSHIP EDGESNEW LEADERSHIP EDGESNEW LEADERSHIP EDGES    

A Few Good MenA Few Good MenA Few Good MenA Few Good Men    

Heroic, Smarts d8+, Lore (Battle) d10+, Command, 

Inspire 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character knows how to get the best from the troops at 

his disposal. Once the tokens for each force have been 

calculated, the character adds one token to his army’s 

total to account for their status. 

Cry Havoc!Cry Havoc!Cry Havoc!Cry Havoc!    

Veteran, Spirit d8+, Lore (Battle) d10+, Command, 

Fervor 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The general 

has an uncanny knack for knowing when to unleash his 

troops and when to hold back.  

Once per battle, during the Battle Roll Phase, the 

character may declare a charge. He must do this before 

he or his opponent rolls their Battle die. If the character 

succeeds in his roll and beats his opponent, his enemy 

loses one extra token. 

DDDDeath Before Dishonoreath Before Dishonoreath Before Dishonoreath Before Dishonor    

Veteran, Spirit d8+, Lore (Battle) d8+, Command, Hold 

the Line 

This Edge is used only for Mass Battles. The 

character has led his army to many victories, and the 

men have come to accept retreat as a stain on their 

honor. The character gains +2 to Spirit rolls when rolling 

for Morale in a Mass Battle. 

NEW PROFESSIONAL EDGESNEW PROFESSIONAL EDGESNEW PROFESSIONAL EDGESNEW PROFESSIONAL EDGES    

Many of these Professional edges should only be 

taken if the character also buys the Orders 

hindrance. They are also good sources of the 

Connections edge. 

Beast TamerBeast TamerBeast TamerBeast Tamer    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

The character possesses a great understanding of 

animal behavior. They have a loyal companion 

animal, typically a wolf, hound, or raptor. The beast is 

an Extra (not a Wild Card). If it should be killed, the 

hero will find and train a replacement within 2d6 

days. 

In addition, the character receives a +2 bonus to 

interactions with domesticated animals, including 

Riding and taming. 

LawgiverLawgiverLawgiverLawgiver    of the 1of the 1of the 1of the 1stststst    TowerTowerTowerTower    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Smarts d8+, Channel 

d8+, Alertness d6+, follower of Amadris 

Priests of the Primus are not easily swayed by 

words, and have +2 to resist any means to affect their 

mind, including Tests of Will, and defense against spells 

such as confusion and puppet. The former stacks with 

Strong Willed.  

LegionnaireLegionnaireLegionnaireLegionnaire    

Novice, Strength d8+, Spirit d6+, Melee d6+ 

The character is, or was, a soldier in the Imperial 

Legions. Members are trained to work with others in 

close combat, ensuring any fight in which they partake is 

over with quickly and efficiently. 

The hero gains an extra +1 bonus when Ganging 

Up, increasing the maximum bonus to +5 for the 

character only. The hero must be eligible for a Gang Up 

bonus to claim this benefit. The hero also begins play 

with a chain shirt, short sword, and medium shield, paid 

for by the Legion. If a hero loses an item, he must pay 

for a replacement from his own funds. 

PilgrimPilgrimPilgrimPilgrim    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Agility d8+, Vigor d8+, 

Channel d8+, must not be a follower of a particular Saint 

Some of the faithful travel the world, seeking 

enlightenment or truth. During their travels they have 

become accustomed to the difficulties of life on the road.  

The hero treats all terrain as one category lower when 

using the Overland Pace system. In tactical combat, he 

treats all terrain as normal ground. He still suffers other 

effects of the terrain, such as ice being slippery 

underfoot. 

Sage of the 5Sage of the 5Sage of the 5Sage of the 5thththth    TowerTowerTowerTower    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Smarts d10+, Channel 

d8+, Scholar, follower of Orwen 

Disciples of Orwen are renowned for their wisdom. 

With the exception of skills covered by his Scholar Edge, 

the hero gains +1 to all Lore skill rolls in which he has at 

least a d4, as well as to all Common Knowledge rolls. 

In addition, the hero may make unskilled rolls for any 

Lore skill (even ones not allowed untrained), though at a 

d4–2 as normal. This Edge has no effect on other 

Smarts-linked skills. 

Seeker of the 7Seeker of the 7Seeker of the 7Seeker of the 7thththth    TowerTowerTowerTower    

Novice, Vigor d6+, Melee d8+, Survival d6+, Tracking 

d6+, Investigation d6+, follower of Ruwen 

The Seekers are trained to search out corruption and 

crime. They are often dispatched when normal means of 

solving a crime have been exhausted. A Seeker gets +2 
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to all Survival and Tracking rolls. In addition, he gets +2 

to Notice rolls to detect ambushes, traps, concealed 

weapons, and such like. 

SeerSeerSeerSeer    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Smarts d8+, Channel 

d8+ 

Some adepts are given Seeings, which give vague 

glimpses into the weave of a man’s life. To make an 

augury, every hero who wishes to be involved in the 

augury must spend a Fate Token. The character then 

draws a single card from the action deck and compares 

it to the table below. If the card is red, the omen is good 

and all modifiers are positive. If the card is black, the 

signs are bad, and the modifiers are negative. Players 

should note that Fate is not biased in favor of their 

characters—this Edge is as much a curse as a boon. 

Auguries affect all Wild Cards in the party who paid a 

Fate Token and last until the conclusion of the current 

adventure. Only one augury can be in play at any one 

time. Extras are minor players in life’s play, and the 

Fates have little of interest in store for them. 

Augury Results Table 

• 2-5: The omens are confused or reveal no 

information. No modifiers apply, but the heroes 

get their Fate Token back. 

• 6–8: The heroes gain or lose a point of 

Charisma. 

• 9–10: Each hero has a +1 or –1 modifier to his 

highest skill die. If two or more skills are equally 

high, the hero decides which one to augment or 

lower. 

• Jack: As above, except the modifier applies to 

the hero’s highest trait. 

• Queen: The heroes gain or lose a point of 

Toughness. 

• King: The heroes gain a Fate Token (no 

maximum) or lose one additional Fate Token 

(to a minimum of zero) at the start of each 

session. 

• Ace: The heroes’ Wild Die is one die type 

higher (max d12+2) or lower. Below a d4, 

heroes roll no Wild Die. 

• Joker: The omens are particularly strong. Draw 

another card and double all modifiers. If 

another Joker is drawn, draw a third card and 

treble the effect. 

Shaper of the CirclesShaper of the CirclesShaper of the CirclesShaper of the Circles    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Vigor d8+, Climbing 

d6+, Channel d8+, Survival d6+, Dwarf 

The Shapers of the Circles are guides and leaders 

renowned for their skill at delving the dark places 

beneath the mountains. They have Toughness +1. 

While underground, they have +2 to all Survival rolls. 

SwordSwordSwordSword----mastermastermastermaster    

Veteran, Agility d8+, Melee d8+, Two-Fisted, Surayan 

Sword-masters are protectors, lore-keepers, and 

enforcers of the law. This edge grants the character a 

special maneuver that is handed down from Darius 

himself. When used, the character spins and dances 

about, attacking every opponent in his path like a deadly 

cyclone. On the tabletop, the character makes a running 

roll and must move that many inches. He may not 

double back. Every target adjacent to the fighter’s path, 

starting with his initial position, is attacked at –2. One 

small downside to this Edge is that every adjacent target 

must be attacked—whether friend or foe. Individual 

targets may only be attacked once while using this 

Edge. 

The SorrowfulThe SorrowfulThe SorrowfulThe Sorrowful    

Novice, Spirit d8+, Melee d8+, Archery or Throwing d6+, 

cannot have any family or responsibilities outside the 

Circle of Sorrows, Dwarf 

The Circle of Sorrows is the last refuge for Dwarves 

who have nothing to look forward to but death. Although 

not suicidal, they happily lay down their lives for a noble 

cause, knowing their deaths will make a difference. The 

Sorrowful do not fear death and are immune to 

Intimidation and Fear. 

A member of the Circle of Sorrows may have other 

Connections, but only insofar as they represent 

contacts, not favors or rewards. He may never join 

another organization. Likewise, the only Orders 

Hindrance he may take is one that applies to this Edge. 

He may be beholden to no one person, whether with or 

without the Edge (so he can’t accept a noble title as a 

reward if that title forces him to maintain a village, for 

instance). 

TreeTreeTreeTree----brotherbrotherbrotherbrother    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Agility d8+, Spirit d8+, 

Vigor d8+, Channel d8+, 3 or more spells from the 

Nature affinity. 

The hero suffers no penalties for moving in natural 

difficult terrain predominantly made up of vegetation. 

The hero has +1 to Channel rolls in areas of vegetation, 

such as forests and cultivated fields (but not typical 

gardens). 

In addition the character inflicts +2 damage against 

creatures that have the Plant special ability. 

WarWarWarWar----priest of the 3priest of the 3priest of the 3priest of the 3rdrdrdrd    TowerTowerTowerTower    

Seasoned, Magical Background, Strength d8+, Channel 

d8+, Melee d8+, Intimidation d8, follower of Liann 

When a disciple of Liann Incapacitates an Extra in 

one blow (death must occur as a result of a single hit to 
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the target, not two Shaken results), all adjacent allies of 

the victim must make a Spirit roll or be Shaken. If he 

Incapacitates an unwounded Wild Card in a single blow 

(the blow must cause 4 or more wounds), all Extras 

allied to the victim within sight of the hero must make a 

Spirit roll or be Panicked. 

NEW WEIRD EDGESNEW WEIRD EDGESNEW WEIRD EDGESNEW WEIRD EDGES    

Beast MasterBeast MasterBeast MasterBeast Master    

Novice, Spirit d8+ 

Animals like your hero and won’t attack him unless 

he attacks them first or they are enraged for some 

reason. The character receives a +2 bonus to 

interactions with wild animals and a +1 bonus to 

damage against them. 

Note that this Edge no longer grants an animal 

companion. See Beast Tamer under Professional 

Edges. 

FamiliarFamiliarFamiliarFamiliar    

Novice, Spirit d6+, Smarts d6+ 

The character has attracted or summoned a spirit in 

animal form as a permanent companion. Generally 

speaking, such familiars are smaller animals with little or 

no combat ability. Common familiars include cats, 

ferrets, crows and rats, although other animals are 

certainly possible.  

A familiar is fairly intelligent and can follow complex 

instructions. They have a limited capacity for 

communication with their master – sufficient to convey 

alarm, hunger, direction and general descriptions. 

Should a character’s familiar be killed, the spirit 

within will find another host and return to the character 

within 2d6 days. 

MAGICMAGICMAGICMAGIC    
There are four spheres of magic in Legends of the 

Three Pillars – Arcane, and the Pillars, Chaos, 

Creation, and Order. Arcane magic draws upon the 

primal essence of blood, through which all magic 

flows, while Pillar magic is achieved by summoning 

spirits and binding them to the caster’s will. 

Each of the Pillars deals with spirits in a different 

manner. Creation adepts form bonds of friendship 

and mutual respect with s particular group of spirits, 

sometimes called the caster’s totem spirits. Order 

spirits are attracted to patterns or rituals, and are 

bound by Order mages through prayer and rote. 

Chaos spirits must often be tricked and coerced by a 

Magister, as they are maddening agents of change. 

Characters who wish to cast spells must possess 

the Magical Background Edge. There are four Edges 

– one for each Sphere – and characters are limited 

as to which Spheres they may choose as detailed in 

the Edge’s description. 

The Channel skill is used for all casting rolls, and 

there is a separate Channel skill for each Sphere. A 

caster that has two Magical Backgrounds will need to 

learn two instances of the skill to be able to cast their 

spells. 

AffinitiesAffinitiesAffinitiesAffinities    
When a character purchases the Magical 

Background Edge, he must also choose an Affinity 

from the appropriate Sphere. Spells which match a 

character’s Affinity are cast with no additional 

penalty, those that do not match incur a -1 penalty to 

the Channel roll. 

Characters may learn any spells from their 

Sphere, not just those of their chosen Affinity. 

• ArcaneArcaneArcaneArcane: Essence, Leverage, Perception, 

Quickening, Reprisal 

• ChaosChaosChaosChaos: Destruction, Divination, Entropy, 

Influence, Summoning 

• CreationCreationCreationCreation: Air, Earth, Fire, Nature, Water 

• OrderOrderOrderOrder: Command, Communion, Purpose, 

Stasis, Structure 

Some spells may fall under two or more Affinities 

within the caster’s Sphere – in this case the caster 

may choose which Affinity to use at the time of 

casting. 

Each Affinity is associated with different 

trappings, so a spell that falls under multiple 

Affinities can be cast with different trappings if the 

caster chooses. 

ExampleExampleExampleExample: Bolt has the Affinities of fire and water. 

A shaman with the fire affinity could cast a fire bolt or 

a frost bolt, each with a slightly different effect, 

although the frost bolt would incur a -1 casting 

penalty and the fire bolt would not. 

TrappingsTrappingsTrappingsTrappings    
Each sphere of magic has a set of common 

trappings that a spell caster may select when he 

learns a spell. 

• OrderOrderOrderOrder: Force, stasis, light, Ancestral 

spirits, rote and ritual, prayer or chanting, 
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incense, liturgical books and 

instruments. Offensive spells that involve 

stasis or force may incur a -1 Pace 

penalty on the target. 

• ArcaneArcaneArcaneArcane: Blood, forceful shouts, cutting 

skin, primal energy, ancient chants. 

• ChaoChaoChaoChaossss: Demons, non-rhythmic chants, 

atonal music, decay, disorder, wild 

shouting. Offensive spells that have the 

decay trapping can eat through armour 

and other obstacles, providing AP 2. This 

stacks with any other AP bonuses the 

caster may have. 

• CreationCreationCreationCreation: Animals, plants, vines, thorns, 

insects, chanting and rhythmic dance, 

tattoos, totems. 

• EarthEarthEarthEarth: Crystals, rock and earth, tattoos, 

precious stones and metals, stomping or 

striking the ground. Offensive spells may 

be used to cause non-lethal damage at 

the discretion of the caster. 

• AirAirAirAir: Lightning, wind, waves of cold or hot 

air, whispered chanting, tattoos, singing. 

• WaterWaterWaterWater: Ice, cold, frost, the sea, tattoos, 

singing, spitting, and drowning. 

• FireFireFireFire: Heat, flames, guttural chanting, 

tattoos, coals or embers, flickering lights. 

Targets of fire spells may catch fire as 

per the Savage World’s rulebook. A heat 

trapping may cause non-lethal damage. 

LimitLimitLimitLimit    
Casting spells in Legends of the Three Pillars does 

not require Power Points. Instead all spells have a 

limit that determines how many times they may be 

used in a given time-frame. 

• At At At At WillWillWillWill: These spells may be cast as often as 

the character desires. Generally they are the 

bread & butter of a magical character and 

have limited effects. 

• EncounterEncounterEncounterEncounter: These spells may be cast only 

once per scene. They are often harder to 

cast and may have spectacular effects. 

• DailyDailyDailyDaily: These powerful spells may only be cast 

once per game day. They are often among 

the most devastating or useful in a spell 

caster’s repertoire. Note that Storytellers ans 

players alike should use common sense in 

determining what a game day entails, 

although as a guideline, there should be 24 

hours and/or a significant rest period 

between each use. 

Casting PenaltiesCasting PenaltiesCasting PenaltiesCasting Penalties    
Some spells are inherently harder to cast than 

others. Each spell description lists the minimum 

penalty to casting skill roll, and this is applied to both 

the casting die and the Wild Die, after any aces are 

taken into account. 

Additionally, each maintained spell incurs a 

cumulative -1 casting penalty to all subsequent 

spells. 

ExampleExampleExampleExample: A Magister is maintaining two spells – 

Summon Demon and Boost Trait – and then 

attempts to cast Disease (-1 penalty). The caster’s 

Affinity is Summoning, so this spell incurs a further -1 

penalty. 

The final penalty is -4 (-1 for spell, -2 for 

maintained spells, -1 for different Affinity). 

BacklashBacklashBacklashBacklash    
Should the caster roll a natural 1 on their casting 

roll, they must make a Vigor check or become 

Shaken. This happens regardless of what the caster 

rolls on their Wild Die, but if the result of the Wild Die 

is sufficient to cast the spell, then it takes effect 

normally. 

If the caster rolls snake-eyes, then roll 2d6 on the 

chart below to determine the result. 

Backlash TableBacklash TableBacklash TableBacklash Table    
ResultResultResultResult    EffectEffectEffectEffect    

2 

The caster internalizes the spell. They 
are immediately Shaken and suffer 1 
Wound. In addition, they must pass a Spirit 
check at -2 or lose their ability to cast 
spells for the remainder of the scene. 

3-5 

The caster’s mind is damaged by the 
spell. They suffer 2d6 damage, ignoring 
armour, and must pass a Spirit check r lose 
their ability to cast spells for the rest of the 
scene. 

6-8 
The caster rolls 3d6, selects the two 

highest suffers that amount of damage, 
ignoring armour. 

9-11 
The caster suffers 2d6 damage that 

ignores armour. 

12 

The spell is cast but the target is 
chosen randomly from all available targets 
within range – allies and foes alike. For 
spells with the touch range, choose from 
any target within Spirit x meters. 
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GEARGEARGEARGEAR    
This section covers the kinds of weapons, armour 

and other items that might be of interest of the 

heroes of the world. 

Most characters will begin play with 500 

sesterces (sc), or the regional equivalent, with which 

to purchase starting equipment. The technology base 

for the world of the Three Pillars is similar to that of 

Earth’s Late Antiquity, and items that might be 

common in other fantasy games can be hard to find,  

CurrencyCurrencyCurrencyCurrency    
The coin of the realm in the Carathan Empire is 

the sesterces (sc), a small silver coin that commonly 

bears the likeness of the Emperor on one face, and a 

House sigil on the other. They are minted in Tor 

Carath and Tor Egan. Other denominations include 

the silver denarius (4 sc), and the gold aureus (100 

sc), and the copper quadran (1/16th sc). Unless 

otherwise noted, all prices in this section are in sc. 

The Surayan Satrapies have various currencies 

ranging from minted coins of precious metals, pieces 

of jade, or tokens of cured hide. For convention, the 

silver A’mai drachma is equivalent to the Carathan 

sesterces. 

AvailabilityAvailabilityAvailabilityAvailability    
Having a sack of money does not guarantee one 

can purchase goods anywhere in the world. Many 

steads and villages are self-sufficient in basic goods, 

but lack the materials, craftsmen, and desire to 

produce certain goods. In a major city, on the other 

hand, one is likely to be able to find all but the rarest 

items. 

Most goods are rated Village (which also covers 

steads), Town, or City. On the various tables, these 

are coded as V, T, and C respectively. This is the 

minimum size settlement in which one can find these 

goods readily for sale. Special (S) refers to specific 

types of settlement, such as only being able to 

purchase blessed armor through a temple. 

During character generation, heroes may ignore 

these codes—it’s assumed they’ve managed to 

acquire the goods through brave deeds, journeys, 

lucky finds, family heirlooms, and such like. 

Cultural & Geographic FactorsCultural & Geographic FactorsCultural & Geographic FactorsCultural & Geographic Factors    
As well as the size of the settlement, there are 

also cultural or regional factors in play. Rather than 

presenting a detailed list of differences, core 

examples are provided for the players. As always, the 

GM has the final word on what can be purchased 

where and for how much. 

Elves never embraced archery. Their ancient 

codes of war deemed such weapons to the tools of 

cowards and lesser races. As such, bows are likely to 

cost 200% or more when buying from elves. Elven 

steel is superior to that of Men and usually fetches a 

25% premium at the very least. 

Dwarves favour axes and hammers over swords 

and spears. Such weapons cost 75% of normal when 

buying in a dwarven stead. Dwarven steel is superior 

to that of Men and usually fetches a 25% premium at 

the very least. 

Plate armour is exceedingly rare in any location or 

culture due to the secrets of its construction being 

lost to the ages. 

Buying GoodsBuying GoodsBuying GoodsBuying Goods    
The availability codes are general indicators for 

the GM to show what goods and services are 

available in a given settlement. Small settlements 

may lack the craftsmen, raw materials, or market for 

certain items. Of course, if there is a craftsman of the 

appropriate sort, they’ll likely be able to make items—

if one has the money and is prepared to wait. 

City items in a town or town items in a village cost 

50% more than normal, when they are available. City 

items in a village cost twice as much as normal, if 

available. Special goods can only very rarely be 

purchased outside the described location. 

Selling GoodsSelling GoodsSelling GoodsSelling Goods    
Adventurers often come into a fair amount of 

treasure. Gems and jewelry are easy enough to sell 

or trade, but unloading more mundane items such as 

swords, armor, and even ships can be a bit trickier. 

One or two items can sometimes be sold at near full-

price if the right buyer can be found, but no merchant 

pays full price for such items. 

A Commerce roll in any settlement allows a seller 

to unload all of his mundane treasure for a quarter 

its normal value. A raise finds a buyer who will take it 

all for half the list price. This roll may only be 

attempted once per week per settlement. 
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Special MaterialsSpecial MaterialsSpecial MaterialsSpecial Materials    
Certain materials provide objects with seemingly 

magical powers. Such items, while available for sale, 

are rarer than hen’s teeth, hence their high price. 

Availability is at the Storyteller’s discretion. 

The materials are adamantium, soul-steel, deep 

silver, ironwood and dragon bone. All require the 

attentions of a master craftsman, special tools, and 

magical preparation in order to be made into useful 

artifacts. 

Related to the magical materials are the special 

processes known as Pillar-forging, whereby the 

essence of a spirit is bound to the item during the 

crafting process. Pillar-forging includes the secrets of 

the Blood Anvils practiced by Elven wilders. 

Gear NotesGear NotesGear NotesGear Notes    

AAAArmour Typesrmour Typesrmour Typesrmour Types    

Invested ArmourInvested ArmourInvested ArmourInvested Armour: Invested suits of armour are 

suits of lamellar and chain imbued with the holy 

chants of Order priests. In the Empire such armour is 

available only to members of the militant orders of 

the Seven Towers. The Swordmasters of the 

Satrapies may don a similar type of armour when 

called to war. If worn by anyone else, it counts as 

regular lamellar, including the extra weight. 

Invested Invested Invested Invested RobesRobesRobesRobes: These blessed robes are 

available only to members of non-militant holy orders 

within the Empire, or the hadishas of Suraya. When 

worn by anyone else, they count as normal clothing. 

BardingBardingBardingBarding: Those who invest the money—and more 

importantly time—in training a horse, war dog, or 

other mount want to protect their companions. 

Barding protects the animal’s head and torso.  

ChainChainChainChain: Chain mail consists of thousands of 

interwoven iron links. A chain shirt that covers the 

upper arms and hangs to the upper thigh is the most 

commonly worn chain armour. 

Chain HauberkChain HauberkChain HauberkChain Hauberk: A heavy coat of chainmail that 

hangs to past the knees, with full sleeves, a chain 

hauberk offers significant all over protection. It is 

often heavily padded at the shoulders and hips to 

offset the burdensome weight. 

Chain Shirt, LightChain Shirt, LightChain Shirt, LightChain Shirt, Light: A vest of fine chainmail that 

can be hidden under a shirt or jacket, this armour 

requires an Alertness check at -2 to spot under 

normal circumstances. The penalty is waived if an 

observer is suspicious, and the armour will be 

detected automatically should the wearer be 

subjected to a physical search. 

HalfHalfHalfHalf----PlatePlatePlatePlate: The methods of manufacturing full 

plate armour are yet to be rediscovered, but certain 

smiths can produce a cruder version, consisting or 

tempered steel cuirass and greaves, with chainmail 

used in the joints and high movement areas. Suits of 

antique plate armour may also surface from time to 

time. Half plate is exceptionally hard to find and must 

be tailored to fit its owner. Wearing non-tailored plate 

armour inflicts a -1 penalty to all physical trait rolls. 

HideHideHideHide: Hide armor is thicker than regular leather, 

being insulated, but also restricts movement. The 

wearer has +2 to Vigor rolls to resist the effects of 

Cold, but suffers a –1 penalty to Pace and all Agility 

and Agility-linked skill rolls. 

Laminar CuirassLaminar CuirassLaminar CuirassLaminar Cuirass: This armour consists of 

interlocking, horizontal metal bands fastened over 

leather straps. It is made in two sections, front and 

back, and includes similarly banded sections to 

protect the shoulders. A real world example of this 

type of armour is the lorica segmentata worn by 

Roman soldiers. 

Lamellar HauberkLamellar HauberkLamellar HauberkLamellar Hauberk: A long coat or suit of armour 

that consists of hundreds of metal plates laced 

together into horizontal rows. Depending on the 

origin of the suit, this type of armour may feature 

mail reinforcement, or be highly decorated. Real 

world examples include the O-yoroi worn by Japanese 

samurai, and the hauberks of the Byzantine 

cataphracts. 

LeatherLeatherLeatherLeather: Leather armor is soft and supple at the 

joints for maximum flexibility, with boiled “plates” 

attached to the forearms, chest, and upper legs. 

Leather VestLeather VestLeather VestLeather Vest: A stiff leather jerkin worn to protect 

the torso and arms. 

Plate CuirassPlate CuirassPlate CuirassPlate Cuirass: Made from tempered steel, this 

armour is made from two sections, a back plate and 

breast plate, and laced together at the sides. 

Wearing non-tailored plate armour inflicts a -1 

penalty to all physical trait rolls. 

Studded JerkinStudded JerkinStudded JerkinStudded Jerkin: Similar to a Leather vest, but with 

metal plates, studs or rings sewn on. 

ShieldsShieldsShieldsShields: For clarification, shields provide their 

Armor bonus against area effect attacks, whether 
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magical (like blast) or mundane (like a dragon’s 

breath). 

Armour & WaterArmour & WaterArmour & WaterArmour & Water    

Armor is particularly dangerous in water. Subtract 

your armor’s bonus from all Swimming rolls. This is in 

addition to any penalties from the armor’s weight. 

Ignore magical bonuses, considering only the bonus 

of a basic suit of that type. A suit of leather, for 

example, adds +2 to the user’s Toughness, and so 

subtracts –2 from his Swimming rolls. 

Donning ArmourDonning ArmourDonning ArmourDonning Armour    

Typically, it takes around five minutes to properly 

fit a set of leather armour or a chain shirt. Ten 

minutes is required for heavier armour, including 

hauberks and greaves or cuirass. Lamellar, laminar 

and plate armour take at least half an hour. 

Discarding ArmourDiscarding ArmourDiscarding ArmourDiscarding Armour    

Discarding armor requires a number of rounds 

equal to twice the highest piece of armor’s bonus. 

Discarding lamellar armour, for example, takes six 

full rounds. Adventurers who fall into deep water 

must make a Swimming roll minus the armor’s bonus 

as well at the end of the last round or continue trying 

until successful. 

Primitive WeaponsPrimitive WeaponsPrimitive WeaponsPrimitive Weapons    

Primitive weapons are made of bone, wood, and 

sinew, rather than wood and metal. As such, they can 

be easily crafted in the wilds, but lack the strength 

and resilience of forged weapons. The listed cost is 

for a premade item in a civilized region, and is a 

“novelty” price. 

Creating a primitive weapon requires the 

constituent parts, an hour, and a Survival roll. On a 

success, the weapon is ready to use. With failure, the 

crafter can try again, though it takes another hour. 

On a critical failure, a key component has been 

broken and must be replaced. 

On a roll of 1 on the Fighting die when using a 

primitive weapon, regardless of Wild Die, the weapon 

breaks and is useless unless otherwise stated. 

Calculate any damage if the Wild Die indicated a 

success first. 

AntlAntlAntlAntler Staff: er Staff: er Staff: er Staff: This strange looking weapon is 

nothing more than a standard staff with stag antlers 

attached to one end. The splayed prongs provide a 

bonus to Parry, and give the attacker a +1 bonus 

when using the weapon to Disarm. In addition, 

attackers ignore one point of Gang Up bonus 

because of the width of the prongs. 

Bear Claw: Bear Claw: Bear Claw: Bear Claw: Used primarily by the certain natives of 

the Savage Coast and a few wild Cartesian tribes, a 

bear claw is made from an actual bear’s forepaw. 

The claws are left attached to the skin and 

sharpened. The forearm part is reinforced with thick 

hide, which allows the wearer to parry blows. 

The wearer also gets +1 Climbing, but cannot use 

the hand to pick up or hold other objects, including 

shields, while the glove is worn. The glove still aids 

parrying even if the claws break, though the 

restriction on holding objects still applies. 

Price, weight, and Climbing bonuses are for a 

single glove. Climbing bonuses stack if a hero wears 

two bear claws, but Parry bonuses do not. A 

character wearing a bear claw cannot be Disarmed, 

nor does he ever count as an Unarmed Defender. 

Toothpick, Double:Toothpick, Double:Toothpick, Double:Toothpick, Double: The toothpick is a wooden haft 

to which two saber-toothed tiger teeth, or spikes of a 

similar size, are attached. This version has the teeth 

placed at 180 degrees, allowing the user to reverse 

the weapon should one tooth break. On a roll of 1, 

only one tooth breaks, meaning the weapon can still 

be used effectively by reversing it. 

Toothpick, Twin: Toothpick, Twin: Toothpick, Twin: Toothpick, Twin: Aside from having both teeth 

attached to the same end, this weapon is identical to 

the one above. While the weapon inflicts more 

damage, a roll of 1 on the Fighting die means both 

teeth are broken. 

 


